EXCAVATIONS ON GARBH EILEAN AT SITE RI 41B (Annat): An early
Part 4
18TH Century material

Ceramics
Context 2: Pot 1 Handle

Fig 32. Pot 1 handle

Plate 54. Pot 1 Handle

Special finds
From context 2: SF 321 Iron nail; SF 323 Iron nail; SF 343 Wire; SF 355 Chert flake; SF 396 Quartzite
hammerstone; SF 397 Mudstone flake
From context 3NE: SF 357 Flint flake
From context 3SW: SF 362 Flint flake
From context 4SW: SF 274 Cobble bi-facial grindstone
From context 4central: SF 275 Cobble hammerstone grindstone
From context 4: SF 309 Ceramic ring; SF 398 Mudstone flakes x2
From context 4N SF 404 Granite hammerstone; SF 405 Granite hammerstone
Context 2

Fig 33. SF 323 Iron nail
Context 4

Fig 34. SF 321 Iron nail.

Plate 55. SF 309 Ceramic ring

Fig 36. SF 274
Bi-facial grindstone

Fig 37. SF 275
Grindstone

Fig 35. SF 309 Ceramic ring

Fig 38. SF 404
Hammerstone

Fig 39. SF 405
Granite hammerstone

EXCAVATIONS WITHIN ROUNDHOUSE C
Evaluation trench 2
Ceramics
The ceramic assemblage of 110 sherds contains no glazed factory made wares. A very small sherd was
found in Context 2 decorated with small circular rings impressed into the surface probably using a
hollow broken bird bone or something similar to a reed stem. A similar small fragment of a vessel of
the same fabric, finish and with this same form of decoration was found in the sondage cut through the
midden associated with a shielding hut built on top of the possible drying kiln (Site RI 2) on the upper
central plateau of Garbh Eilean. The small collection of rim sherds found in roundhouse C all reflect an

18th century date of small globular jars and jugs or flasks and reinforces the view that both house B and
C were used as part of a shieling complex in the final period of their use.

Fig 40. Ceramic assemblage House C

EXCAVATION ACROSS THE ENCLOSURE WALL
Evaluation Trench 3 and 4

Plate 57. Evaluation trench 3 across the enclosure wall.
A very short evaluation trench (3) was cut across the enclosure wall on its lower east side just to the
north of the modern sheep fank under which it disappears. A further evaluation trench (4), one meter
long was cut higher on the slope at mid-point along the outer face of the east wall.
Trench 3 showed that the wall is 2.10m wide with an inner and outer face of undressed stone blocks up
to 0.5m in size bedded in earth with a core fill of small stone and earth. Although the core was not
sectioned at any time the core material was visible, even without excavation, where it had spread out
from the wall line presumably when the better face stones had been robbed away. Trench 4 showed that
the facing stones appear to have been carefully selected for blockiness and the construction shows good
coursing with the blocks tightly fitted together. Where the hillside slope increases the walling is stepped
to accommodate the slope to some extent, but not fully. However even the slight stepping of the blocks
against the slope suggests that the builders intended the enclosure wall to be of some significant height.

Plate 58. Evaluation trench 4 against the enclosure wall.

The construction of the wall itself is unusual in that the two small evaluation trenches dug to expose its
stonework show that it has been constructed with exceptional care and skill to a standard which has not
been encountered during the general survey of any of the other field walls on the islands. This is not the
low walling normally encountered in the visible early modern landscape, which is never constructed to
such a width and is often little more than piled stone. Field Walls which are presumed to be earlier in
date are commonly constructed of single upright orthostats, with or without an associated earthen bank.
Although some of the other residential sites investigated on the islands, either by field survey or
archaeological excavation, may have been enclosed in a wider, landscape perspective, none have been
found to be enclosed in such close, intimate association with stone walling. The place name evidence
and to some extent the current proposed date for the early medieval phases of the site lend some
credibility to the suggestion that this is an early Christian enclave of the early Christian mission to the
Isles and such an enclosure is appropriate to such a site.
Ceramics
In the upper soil of trench 3 across the wall the rim of an 18th century globular jar (1) was recovered,
but at the base of the wall a burnt surface produced several sherds of early medieval Plain Pictish ware.
In total only seven sherds were found. Trench 4 yielded no material culture.
Context 2.
1 Jar. 18th century.

1
Fig 41. Ceramic jar 1 Trench 3
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APPENDIX 1

Comment on the Annat Iron Age pottery.
The immediate overall impression gained from describing the ceramic assemble is that despite the
ability to detect two phases in the structural elements of the site the pottery displays a general
uniformity, which indicates that the date range may be limited to only a single, relatively short period
of time within one of the phases. The quantity of clearly identified individual vessels is relatively high,
with 60 drawable rims and body sherds, which would suggest that the site could be something more
than just seasonal or that it was used intensively albeit intermittentely within a limited period of time.
The low number of only four identified bases appears disproportionately small to the number of rims
identified and cannot easily be explained. The two possible ceramic pot lids are not a common find on
Iron Age sites in this region and may reflect a lack of suitable wood or slatey stone deposits which
could be used as alternatives to ceramics.
The pot forms present can be divided into :
1. Those with sharply everted rims and overall poppy head profile – loosely equated with
Toppings type 2 form (Topping 1987). Commonly found with many variations at the Dun Vulan
broch (Parker-Pearson and Sharples1999), Sollas wheelhouse Period B1 and 2 (Campbell
1991).
2. A globular body to a small everted or near bead rim tip. Dun Vulan.
3. Vertical or slightly inverted body to rim tip belonging either to tub like jar forms or perhaps
round bottomed bowls. Dun Vulan. Does the relative absence of base fragments indicate
rounded bases are common? However if so then some curved base fragments should have been
identifiable in such a large assemblage.
In general decoration is restricted to form 1 vessels and usually consists of applied cordons tweaked
into a sinuous zigg-zagg, occasionally accompanied by shallow, finger drawn, multiple arches standing
on the cordon and filling the upper panel. Several body sherds (one from context 57 and four from
context 67) are decorated internally with intensive comb-like tooling in relatively carefully executed
cross-hatched patterns. The assumption that this is actually a decorative feature is based upon the lack
of a convincing argument for a practical function for its existence, but internal, and therefore hardy
visible, decoration would appear to defeat its purpose. However compresion of the surface clay while
still only leather hard may have been in order to give the vessels a more water tight quality. Two cojoining body sherds of a large portion of the, globular, upper body of a vessel, which has both the
common externally applied cordon with zigg-zagg decoration and the internal combing, is almost
certainly of the form 1 type. This suggests that it is most likely that the other such internally tooled
body sherds also belong to this vessel form. Impressed finger nail decoration is found on a globular jar
Context 67 no. 30. And a body sherd with stabbed marks is also from Context 67 no.55. There is a
noticeable lack of incised decoration, but is this of chronological, cultural or functional significance?
Fabrics are fairly homogenous and, without thin section analysis, are at present considered to indicate
that the pottery is generally all made from local clays and materials. This appears to be a common trait
in all of the periods encountered on the islands except for the late Norse medieval pottery which
contains significant amounts of quartz sand grains and is therefore considered to have been
manufactured elsewhere, probably fairly locally, perhaps on Lewis for example.
In the annual interim reports published on the Shiant Islands web site the conservative nature of the

islands has been frequently stressed. This conservatism is very visible in all aspects of the ceramics and
is responsible for the longevity of forms and decorative features. This makes any attempt date the
pottery within narrow chronological boundaries very difficult and the lack of bone survival combined
with the peat basis for almost all heat related activities renders even the broad dates, which could be
obtained for these materials by C14 of little value.
PJ Foster
Čejkovy 2011

APPENDIX 2
The Iron Age pottery illustration by context. ?Mid – Late Iron Age?
Context 57
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APPENDIX 3
The Symbolic Interpretation of the Physical Features of the British Roundhouse
– A Continuity of the Cosmological Model between Late Prehistoric and Early
Medieval (Pictish) Households
Throughout the British Isles many hundreds of late prehistoric roundhouses have been excavated
and recognition of the contrasting difference in the physical remains between those houses in the
uplands and those in the lowlands is well established. This regional division is due almost entirely
to the abundance or lack of two different building materials – timber and stone. Loose surface or
field stone is normally abundant in the uplands and it may be preferentially selected, even when
timber is available, because of its structural stability; durability; insulation properties and ease of
use as a building material. A relative lack of suitable stone in the lowlands virtually enforces a
reliance on timber for construction and building purposes in many areas. A similar contrast can be
detected between timber and stone in the construction of much more massive ritual monuments in
the Neolithic and Bronze Age periods.
Another upland-lowland contrast is the poor survival of internal house features due to the long
periods of aggressive modern and medieval ploughing in the lowlands, which has destroyed most of
the occupation evidence represented by internal features and layered deposits within the house to
little more than the bottom sub-surface portions of the doorway, ring wall, central post pits, and
occasional cultural pits and the outer drainage gully. There are a few exceptions to this rule, such as
the Late Iron Age roundhouse excavated at Brigstock, Northamptonshire (Jackson 1983) where the
internal floor layers were protected from modern ploughing under a thick layer of ponded silt soil.
Whereas in the uplands the general tendency to pastoral agriculture and the greater reliance on stone
has maximised the preservation of both the house superstructures and their internal features and it is
in these regions where it is, in general, more profitable to research prehistoric house forms.
Unfortunately it is quite often found that upland areas outside Scotland are poor in culturally
diagnostic artefacts. This leads to the conclusion that areas must be sort in the upland zone where
cultural material is usually abundant and in this respect the Highlands and Islands of Scotland
appears to be well endowed.
Whatever the advantages and disadvantages it was in lowland Berkshire that Fitzpatrick conceived
his 'Sunwise scheme' to interpret the use of the internal floor space of an Iron Age roundhouse. This
scheme was extended and summarized by Parker-Pearson and Sharples in their report on the
excavations at Dun Vulan, North Uist (1999). In a simplified form it suggests that the passage of the
sun across the sky influences the different activities occurring around the floor space within the
house. This is possibly assisted by the physical division of the circular area into quadrants, or in the
case of wheelhouses smaller divisions marked by the standing radial walls. In the case of the Annat
roundhouse the floor space is sometimes formally divided, often very strongly, into four quadrants
by stones either laid or set into the floor.
Applying the sun-wise or cosmological model to the quadrant divisions of the Annat house would
impose a pattern of movement and purpose on the floor space based upon the cyclic movement of
the sun.

Fig 53. Cosmological model (after Parker-Pearson and Sharples 1999)
Whether one agrees or not with the ritualisation of the domestic scene to such an extent a number of
the physical features found within the Annat house appear to conform, or at least suggest
confirmation, of the cosmological model interpretation. Also the physical evidence indicates
continuity of the stratigraphic sequence across the Late Iron Age and early medieval Pictish period
boundary, a time scale which at Annat at present is defined by the changes in ceramic traditions.
Perhaps it can be more certainly accepted that a complex weave of traditions become deeply
embedded within the normal day to day domestic life to such an extent that they become visible as
certain physical features commonly duplicated within the home as a reflection of the social structure
regardless of the form or status of the building since similarities occur both in supposedly low status
houses (the simple Atlantic roundhouse) and high status house (the wheelhouse, dun and broch).
These daily activities may be purely practical and the use of the floor space within the house may
reflect the same, albeit formalised, practical approach.
PJ Foster
Čejkovy 2010

APPENDIX 4
Annat, Celtic Cross-Stones and the Early Christian Mission to the Islands
On-going excavations and documentary research in the early years of the project began to draw
together several strands of information. Excavations within the blackhouse (HI 15) on Eilean an
Tighe had produced a large Torridonian sandstone beach cobble, which had been carved with a
pecked circle enclosing an equal armed cross of early Celtic Christian style (Fisher 2001). Being
dated by Prof. Charles Thomas to the 7-8th century AD (pers. com to A Nicolson) it was obviously
completely out of context “hidden” face down within the accumulating floor deposits of a 19th
century blackhouse. The stone gave fresh life to the stories that a hermit or holy man had lived on
the islands in the early medieval period, but there was great disparity when it came to actually

identifying his cell, which had been identified at one time or another with different monuments and
on all three islands.
The place name Annat in Ireland generally means the location of a saints church or a church holding
relics of a saint (Watson 1926), but in Scotland the definition is less clear and research has
suggested that the rather numerous Scottish Annat or Annaid sites relate to any old abandoned
church site, with emphasis on the ancientness of the sites (MacDonald 1973). The remoteness of a
majority of the Scottish Annat sites led to the suggestion that they were related more to a
monastically led system of pastoral care (Clancy 1995). Clancy also notes that from the 6th century
a Columban pastoral system was operating with much smaller churches – further noting Richard
Sharpes suggestion for small subordinate churches at that time in his translation of Adomnán of
Iona, Life of St Columba.
The place name Airighean an h-Annaid or Annat on Garbh Eilean was now seen to be a possible
indicator for the existence of an early Christian site since, although there are a number of definitions
for the place name, “mother church” “antiquity” and chapel are amongst them. Attention was turned
to the early Celtic sites in Ireland and many similar, monastic and hermetical sites on the cliff tops
of remote islands were found, such as High Island and Ineshmurry, which shared many
characteristics with the site on Garbh Eilean. Many of these sites were enclosed by D shaped
enclosures at sea cliff edges. The enclosures are sometimes referred to as cashels and are not a
feature common to prehistoric sites in the region.
Now it was realised that the later period roundhouses and associated enclosure wall probably
formed and early medieval site, which was very likely a monastic enclave of the early Christian
Celtic mission to the Islands by either Irish or local Pictish converts. Pictish plain ware pottery from
the late period roundhouse, the stone cross from the blackhouse and the Annat site morphology all
suggest a possible date between the 7th to 8th centuries AD and indicate that it is very likely an early
Christian monastic site, but it should be clearly stated at this point that no hard physical definitive
evidence for this claim has been found during the subsequent excavations to confirm this
assumption. An intensive search of the rock faces and cliffs around the site found none of the
inscriptions or carvings commonly found on or near such sites, however the basaltic rock of the area
is almost impossible to substantially or accurately carve and peck. Despite the lack of evidence, the
cross stone, it was hoped, had now at last found its rightful home.
PJ Foster
Čejkovy 2010
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